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Controversy over liberalization of Controversy over liberalization of 
international capital flows international capital flows 

“ Was the IMF as guilty of ramming accelerated 
capital account liberalization down countries’ 
throats as is sometimes alleged? A wide polling 
of ‘old timers’ yields mixed results. Overall, my 
sense is that whereas certain antiglobalization 
polemics grossly overstate the charge, it still has 
some currency….These days, everyone agrees 
that a more eclectic approach to capital account 
liberalization is required.” 

Kenneth Rogoff (Dec 2002)
IMF Economic Counsellor
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The Controversial Role of Capital Account 
Liberalization versus capital controls
• Supporters of capital account liberalization:

– The short-run and long-run benefits of capital flows 
– Many countries hit by currency crises and sudden stops, despite 

having capital controls 
– El Salvador’s crises of 1986 and 1990 (having capital controls); 

no currency crises during 1996-1997 (controls liberalized)
– Kenya’s six crises during 1975-97 (having capital controls)
– India’s currency crises in early 1990s (having controls)

• Negative impact of capital account liberalization:
– Emerging markets liberalized their capital accounts (reduced capital 

controls) and subsequently experienced currency crises and sudden 
stops in the 1990s

– Crises of Mexico (1994-95) and of Asia (1997-98)
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Why might controls Why might controls notnot  be  be 
effective?effective?

Institutional factors: 
 Capital controls ineffective due to weak administrative/legal 

enforcement
 Globalization makes enforcement ever more difficult

Behavioral factors (incentives and signaling):
 Capital controls are distortionary, providing perverse incentives 

and weakening the economy…eventually leading to greater 
economic instability

 Bartolini and Drazen (1997 AER)-- capital controls signal 
inconsistent and poorly designed government policies– induce 
capital outflows and cause currency instability
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Empirical evidence: capital account liberalization, Empirical evidence: capital account liberalization, 
currency crises, and capital account contractions currency crises, and capital account contractions 

 Empirical Literature on CM Liberalization

– Country-specific studies

– Cross-country studies  

• Glick and Hutchison (2004)
– Large panel data set of developing economies, probit models of currency crises with 

capital controls as (one of many) explanatory variables (67 countries)
– positive correlation between capital controls and the occurrence of currency crises
– Supports Drazen and Bartolini’s prediction

– Glick, Guo and Hutchison (2006)
– Control for sample selection bias using propensity score matching technique—same 

result

– Eichengreen et al. (2006) finds no effect (or wrong direction) of capital controls on sudden 
stops

– Edwards (2007) finds capital controls lowers likelihood of capital account contractions
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Research Questions:Research Questions:

Capital controls:
– Do they insulate economies from currency 

crises and capital flow reversals?

– Have their impact changed over time?
• Due to financial globalization?
• Due to erosion of controls? Problem with de jure  

measurement of controls

– Have controls influenced the vulnerability of 
financial stability to economic downturns and 
real exchange rate overvaluations?
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Research DesignResearch Design

 Model of Currency Crises and Capital Flow contractions
– Basic Empirical Models in Literature
– Probability models (Probit)

 Test for significance of Capital controls
– Are the effects changing over time due to globalization and other 

factors? 
– Test changes over time

 Do capital controls erode or decay with time irrespective of 
globalization?
– Develop a measure of capital control “depreciation”
– Test this measure in probability of crisis or capital account reversal

 How does the presence of capital controls interact with other 
variables and influence their impact on currency crises and 
capital flow contracts?
– How has this changed over time?
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Data and DefinitionsData and Definitions

Definition of currency crises (XRP)
– “large” changes in a monthly index of currency pressure, 

measured as a weighted average of (real) currency 
depreciation and reserve losses 
(if > (mean+2 std. dev.) and >5% in magnitude)

– captures both successful and unsuccessful currency 
attacks

Definition of capital flow contractions (CFC)
– At least 3% of GDP decline in net capital inflows during a 

one-year period
– Note: not necessary sudden stop or reversal (Edwards 

definition)…frequent occurrence and includes sudden 
stops and smaller contractions
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Data and Definitions  (continued)Data and Definitions  (continued)

 Measure of Restrictions on international payments
– IMF Annual Report on Exchange Arrangements and Exchange Restrictions 

(EAER)
– 1975-04: EAER measure of “restrictions on payment for capital 

transactions”; Chinn-Ito meaure
– First principle component of liberalization
– Rebase to closed capital account (kaclosed, 0 to 100)

 “Duration-based” measure of closed capital account
– Rate of depreciation– rate of decay of effectiveness– half life of 5 years
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Data and Definitions (continued)Data and Definitions (continued)

Data Sample

– annual data availability determines sample 
– 69 developing economies, 1975-04
– both crisis and non-crisis countries

Base model
– Credit growth (lagged)
– Real GDP growth (lagged)
– Real exchange rate overvaluation (lagged)

• Construction

– Current Account/GDP (lagged)
– Other variables (not reported)
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Descriptive Statistics Descriptive Statistics 
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Base model estimates:Base model estimates:
capital control measurecapital control measure

Currency crises
Capital flow contractions
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Estimates using duration-adjusted Estimates using duration-adjusted 
measuremeasure
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Non-linear effects…Non-linear effects…
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Impacts of real gdp growth Impacts of real gdp growth 

Given low and high levels of capital 
account

Estimates for most recent period
Estimates for both currency crisis 

and capital account contraction 
likelihood
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Impacts of real exchange rate Impacts of real exchange rate 
overvaluation… overvaluation… 

Given low and high levels of capital 
account

Estimates for most recent period
Estimates for both currency crisis 

and capital account contraction 
likelihood
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ConclusionsConclusions

 Capital account control is associated with:
– Higher likelihood of currency crisis
– Lower likelihood of capital account contraction

 Effects are larger in more recent periods (post 1995)
 Effects are larger on currency crises when duration-based measure of 

controls is employed
 Big story:

– Slowdowns in real GDP growth
– Overvaluation of real exchange rates
– Lead to Higher likelihoods of crisis or contraction of capital flow
– Effects are growing over time 

 Indirect effects of capital controls of capital controls on currency crises 
may be most important

 Controls:
– Stabilize capital flows
– Don’t hinder large speculative attacks


